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(54) AGGREGATING SERVER AND METHOD FOR FORWARDING NODE DATA

(57) The invention relates to an aggregating server
(100) comprising a control logic (104) a first and a second
proxy node (112, 114) in an aggregated address space
(120), wherein the first proxy node (112) corresponds to
a first node (116) in a remote address space (124) of an
aggregated server (122), and a second proxy node (114)
corresponds to a second node (118) in the remote ad-

dress space (124) of an aggregated server (122); where-
in the control logic is configured to forward node data
from the first node (116) in the remote space (124) via
the first proxy node (112) and the second proxy node
(114) to the second node (118) in the remote space (124)
according to an input/output relationship.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to an Aggregating
Server in an Open Platform Communications Unified Ar-
chitecture (OPC UA), a controller, a method for forward-
ing node data of a first node in a remote address space
to a second node in a remote address space, a computer
program element and a computer-readable medium.
[0002] OPC UA is a standard specification defining
communication of on-line data from various devices from
different manufacturers. Future Distributed Control Sys-
tems (DCS) will run on OPC UA-connected devices. OPC
UA is a platform-independent, service oriented client-
server architecture, which transports machine data as
control values, measurement values and parameters,
and describes the machine data semantically.
[0003] UA servers receive and expose information,
such as sensor data, from a device. A UA server supports
information models, which define, how the information is
typed and classified. The representation of this informa-
tion is called the servers address space. UA clients are
applications that connect to UA servers. Clients are used,
for example, to find information from the server’s address
space, to read and write server data, to subscribe to cer-
tain changes such as data changes, or events such as
alarms, and to call server methods. The communication
between clients and servers is handled by services. The
address space is the actual representation of the infor-
mation that a UA server exposes. It is formed by nodes
and references, which can be explored and displayed by
a UA client. A node may be compared to an object in
object-oriented programming languages. A node com-
prises attributes, methods, and events. Attributes can
have values, which can be read, methods are called by
a command, and events can be sent to exchange certain
information between devices. Events are alarms and
conditions, occurring e.g. at a data changes. An event
comprises a reception time stamp, a message and a de-
gree of severity. References are used to relate nodes to
each other and attributes are used to describe a node.
The information model is based on the nodes.
[0004] An OPC-UA system may be organized accord-
ing to an aggregation architecture. An aggregation archi-
tecture comprises aggregated servers and aggregation
servers, also referred to as aggregating servers in this
disclosure.
[0005] Aggregated servers represent the entities of the
automation system. These are the underlying servers
which may either represent a single component (e.g., a
field device) or a subsystem that consists of a set of com-
ponents, parts of the automation system or the entire
automation system. The nodes that are created and man-
aged by the aggregated servers form the remote address
space. The counterpart to the remote address space is
the aggregated address space, which is formed by the
nodes in the aggregating server.
[0006] The aggregation server is the core of the ag-
gregation architecture. It connects to underlying servers

via OPC UA services and aggregates their type, instance
and structure information. Thus, a single server can be
used to connect to multiple other servers and to represent
their information in a unified manner. This way, a client
connecting to the server can access the data of multiple
servers from a single source.
[0007] The aggregated nodes in the aggregation serv-
er are images of the remote nodes of the aggregated
servers. In this disclosure, these nodes are also referred
to as "proxy nodes".
[0008] The aggregation node manager is the central
singleton that manages the nodes in the address space
of the aggregation server. The OPC UA client provides
functionality to connect to aggregated servers and to ac-
cess nodes in the address space of the aggregated serv-
er. The aggregation node manager creates one OPC UA
client per underlying server and then browses each un-
derlying server with the help of the respective clients.
The node manager forwards all requests (read, write,
subscribe etc.) Especially for realizing highly or full au-
tomated processes, node data contained in a first node
may be needed by another node. E.g., a measurement
value collected by a sensor has to be provided to a con-
troller of an actuator. In a conventional system of OPC
UA servers an OPC UA client is needed to drive the data
exchange among OPC UA servers. An aggregating serv-
er as it is known by today simply forwards service re-
quests from a connected OPC UA client to any of the
aggregated servers.
[0009] There may be a desire to exchange data on a
short way between aggregated servers without involve-
ment of a client and without the need of forwarding serv-
ice requests, so that a fast and economic data exchange
is achieved.
[0010] The problem is solved by the subject-matter of
the independent claims. Embodiments are provided by
the dependent claims, the following description and the
accompanying figures.
[0011] The described embodiments similarly pertain to
the aggregation server, the controller, the method for for-
warding node data, the computer program element and
the computer-readable medium. Synergetic effects may
arise from different combinations of the embodiments al-
though they might not be described in detail.
[0012] Further on, it shall be noted that all embodi-
ments of the present invention concerning a method,
might be carried out with the order of steps as described,
nevertheless this has not to be the only and essential
order of steps of the method. The herein presented meth-
ods can be carried out with another order of the disclosed
steps without departing from the respective method em-
bodiment, unless explicitly mentioned to the contrary
hereinafter.
[0013] Technical terms are used by their common
sense. If a specific meaning is conveyed to certain terms,
definitions of terms will be given in the following in the
context of which the terms are used.
[0014] According to an aspect, an aggregating server
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is provided. The aggregating server comprises a control
logic and proxy nodes in the aggregated address space.
A first proxy node corresponds to a first node in a remote
address space of an aggregated server, and a second
proxy node corresponds to a second node in the remote
address space of an aggregated server. The control logic
is configured to forward node data from the first node in
the remote space via the first proxy node and further via
the second proxy node to the second node in the remote
space according to a input/output relationship.
[0015] In other words, the aggregating server is con-
figured to run a logic-controlled data forwarding process,
that forwards node data of a first node of an aggregated
server in the remote address space to a second node of
this or another aggregated server in the remote address
space. The forwarding is executed by the control logic,
that receives node data from a first proxy node, which is
an image of the first node in the remote address space
and provides the data to the second proxy node and
therefore to the second node in the remote address
space. The control logic is represented, i.e., integrated
in the address space of the aggregation server. The con-
trol logic is programmed inside the address space of the
aggregation server.
[0016] According to an embodiment, the control logic
comprises a control logic node, that is configured to re-
ceive the node data from the first proxy node via the first
interface node and to forward the node data to the second
proxy node according to an input/output relationship.
[0017] Thus, a specific control node may provide or
support the service for receiving and transmitting the
node data to be forwarded. The control logic node may
further provide information to manipulate node data to
be forwarded and the control logic may provide routines
to process the data, either by routines implemented into
the control logic or by external routines, where the control
logic provides the interface to call the routines . For ex-
ample, the node data to be forwarded may be filtered, so
that averaged values, smoothed values or unit converted
values with respect to physical units are obtained before
forwarding,
[0018] According to an embodiment, further comprises
a synchronization module. The control logic is configured
to synchronize the node data of the first proxy node with
the node data of the first node in the remote address
space before the forwarding is executed; and to provide
the node data to the second proxy node when the for-
warding is executed.
[0019] In OPC UA, data changes of the nodes of the
aggregated servers are monitored by the aggregation
server when a client has subscribed to a node. When a
data change is noticed, the aggregation server first syn-
chronizes the node in the remote address space with its
corresponding proxy node and forwards then the up-to-
date node data via the control logic to the second proxy
node and further to the node in the remote address space
corresponding to the second proxy node. Thus, since the
aggregating server knows the nodes in the aggregated

address space, which are proxies of nodes in the remote
address space, the aggregating server can synchronize
the proxy nodes with their respective counterparts in the
address spaces on remote.
[0020] According to an embodiment, the first proxy
node and the second proxy node comprise a data type
definition; wherein the data type is read or write; wherein
the input/output relationship between an interface node
and a proxy node is defined by the read- or write data
type of a proxy node data, and the data type of the first
proxy node is a read data type and the and the data type
of the second proxy node is a write data type; wherein
further a reference in the aggregating address space de-
fines a relationship between the first proxy node and the
second proxy node; and wherein the first proxy node is
defined as forwarding source of the node data to be for-
warded according to the input/output relationship be-
tween the first interface node and the first proxy node,
and the reference; and wherein the second proxy node
is defined as forwarding target of the node data to be
forwarded according to the input/output relationship be-
tween the second interface node and the second proxy
node, and the reference.
[0021] The data type definition thus defines whether
the data is to be read by an interface node and the data
is thus input data for the interface node or whether data
is to be written into the proxy node and the data to be
forwarded is output data from the interface node. There-
fore, the data types defines the relationship between an
interface node and the proxy node. References are used
for relating a proxy node as the first proxy node to other
proxy nodes, as e.g., the second proxy node. References
thus provide the information, which proxy nodes are re-
lated to each other, and the data type provides the infor-
mation, how, i.e., in which direction they are connected
with each other. Advantageously, exactly one read data
type and one or several write data types are admitted for
a reference which connects nodes to each other for for-
warding node data.
[0022] Thus, configurable input relationships and out-
put relationships between the proxy nodes and the inter-
face nodes allow for forwarding the node data flexibly.
An interface node may comprise variables and attributes,
that reflect the relationship to a proxy node, and it may
comprise a method for receiving data from a proxy node
or transmitting data to the proxy node, depending on the
configuration. Alternatively, the control logic uses the in-
terface node data and provides the methods for receiving
and transmitting the data to be forwarded. For each proxy
node an input interface node and an output interface node
may exist. Assigning an input interface node to a first
proxy node and a corresponding and synchronized out-
put interface node to a second proxy node allows for a
relation between a first and a second proxy node. There-
by, the term "synchronized" means that the data received
at the input of this interface node is provided to the cor-
responding output interface node. Thus, a further proxy
node may be assigned to this output interface node, so
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that the data of the first node and proxy node, respec-
tively, is forwarded to both, the second proxy node and
the further proxy node.
[0023] According to an embodiment, the aggregating
server further comprises an input-output configuration
file. The input-output configuration file comprises the in-
put relationship between the first proxy node and the first
interface node and the output relationship between the
second interface node and the second proxy node. The
control logic is configured to read the input relationship
and the output relationship from the input-output config-
uration file and to forward the node data from the first
node to the second node according to the input relation-
ship and the output relationship. Alternatively, a console
may be connected to the control logic, and the file may
be provided by sending it over the console to the control
logic, or the configuration may be directly changed via
the console. The console may be a console of a client
connected to the aggregating server.
Therefore, the file-described input / output relations tell
the aggregating server how to synchronize values be-
tween proxy nodes as it describes the relation between
proxy nodes and interface nodes.
[0024] According to an embodiment, the aggregating
server a OPC UA aggregating server. An OPC UA ag-
gregating server is a OPC UA server configured to ag-
gregate further OPC UA server and is configured to pro-
vide services for the aggregation, creation of the aggre-
gated address space, browsing the further OPC UA serv-
ers for nodes to be aggregated, provide a consolidated
view on aggregated address spaces for connected cli-
ents, forward and synchronize node data between ag-
gregated address spaces, and to monitor values and
events from remote address spaces.
[0025] According to an aspect, a controller in an ag-
gregating server is provided. The controller comprises a
control logic node, a first interface node and a second
interface node, wherein the first interface node is as-
signed to a first proxy node, the second interface node
is assigned to a second proxy node; and wherein the
control logic node is configured to forward node data from
the first proxy node to the second proxy node according
to an input/output relationship between the first interface
node and the first proxy node and an input/output rela-
tionship between the second interface node and the sec-
ond proxy node. The controller may be a dedicated hard-
ware, firmware or may be partly or totally be a software
running on a hardware logic, a controller or a processor.
The interface nodes and the proxy nodes can be regard-
ed as data objects including, e.g., a variable or data item,
attributes and meta information in a memory, to which a
routines for reading or writing are applied. The attributes
and the meta information especially describe the variable
or the meaning the value, whether it is a variable whose
value is to be read or to be written, etc. The read/write
permissions of the proxy node variables define if the as-
signed, i.e., connected interface node is an input or an
output interface node. In general, the nodes, or more

exactly the hardware in which the nodes are held, can
be a spatially distributed hardware.
[0026] According to an example, the logical connection
between the first proxy node and the second proxy node,
and thus the logical connection between the first input
node and the second input node is defined by a reference.
The reference may be stored in the first proxy node and
in the second proxy node. Alternatively, the reference is
stored in a reference node or is read from a configuration
file. The controller has thus all information to identify the
source and the one or more destinations. It is then ca-
pable to forward the node data as, e.g., the value of the
variable, of the first proxy node to the second proxy node.
Preferably, there is exactly one input interface node,
which is connected to an proxy node comprising a vari-
able with read permission and one or more output nodes,
each connected to a respective proxy node comprising
a variable with write permission.
[0027] According to an aspect, a method for forwarding
node data of a first node in a remote address space to a
second node in a remote address space is provided. The
method comprises the following steps:

S1: Aggregating, by an aggregating server, node da-
ta of the first node and the second node.
S2: Creating, by the aggregating server, a first proxy
node comprising node data of the first node, and a
second proxy node comprising node data of the sec-
ond node.
S3: Receiving node data from the first proxy node at
a first interface node, by an aggregating server, ac-
cording to an input/output relationship included in
the first proxy node between the first proxy node and
the fist interface node
S4: providing, by the aggregating server, the node
data of the first interface node to a second interface
node;
S5: forwarding, by the aggregating server, the node
data of the first interface node to the second proxy
node, according to the input/output relationship be-
tween the second interface node and the second
proxy node and the second node and a reference
between the first proxy node and the second proxy
node.

[0028] According to an embodiment, step S2, i.e., cre-
ating, by the aggregating server, a first proxy node com-
prising node data of the first node, and a second proxy
node comprising node data of the second node, the meth-
od further comprises steps:
S2a: determining a relation between the first proxy node
and the second proxy node by reading reference infor-
mation; S2b: determining the input/output relationship by
reading and evaluating meta information of the first proxy
node; the meta information describing a read permission;
S2c: determining the input/output relationship by reading
and evaluating meta information of the second proxy
node; the meta information describing a write permission.
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[0029] According to an embodiment, step S3, i.e., re-
ceiving node data from the first proxy node at a first in-
terface node, by an aggregating server, according to an
input/output relationship included in the first proxy node
between the first proxy node and the first interface node,
comprises step:
S3a: detecting a data change at the first node and upon
the detection of the data change performing step: S3b:
synchronizing the first node with the first proxy node and
triggering receiving node data from the first proxy node
at a first interface node , by an aggregating server, ac-
cording to an input/output relationship included in the first
proxy node between the first proxy node and the first
interface node .
[0030] According to an aspect, a computer program
element is provided, which when being executed by the
control logic, instructs the aggregating server to perform
steps S2 to S5 as described above. The computer pro-
gram element may be part of a computer program, but it
can also be an entire program by itself. For example the
computer program element may be used to update an
already existing computer program to get to the present
invention.
[0031] According to an aspect, a computer readable
medium is provided, on which a program element ac-
cording to claim 10 is stored. The computer readable
medium may be seen as a storage medium, such as for
example, a USB stick, a CD, a DVD, a data storage de-
vice, a hard disk, or any other medium on which a pro-
gram element as described above can be stored.
[0032] These and other features, aspects and advan-
tages of the present invention will become better under-
stood with reference to the accompanying figure and the
following description.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of an aggregation serv-
er and a controller according to an embodiment.

Fig. 2 shows a flow diagram of method for forwarding
node data according to an embodiment.

[0033] Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of an aggregating
server 100 comprising a control logic 102 and proxy
nodes 112 in the aggregated address space 120. A first
proxy node 112 corresponds to a first node 116 in a re-
mote address space 112 of an aggregated server 122,
and a second proxy node 114 corresponds to a second
node 118 in the remote address space 124 of an aggre-
gated server 122. The control logic 102 comprises a con-
trol logic node 104 and the control logic node 104 is con-
figured to forward node data from the first node 116 in
the remote space 124 via the first proxy node 112 and
the second proxy, control logic interface 118 node 114
to the second node 118 in the remote space 118 accord-
ing to a input/output relationship.
[0034] During its start phase, the aggregating server
100 creates a consolidated image of any of the address
spaces of other aggregated OPC UA Servers. The result

is an aggregated address space 120 that represents all
nodes from other servers on remote. At the end of the
start phase the aggregating server 100 uses a data file
to configure the data propagation and the control logic
102. This data file describes the input/output relations
between nodes of the aggregated address space 120
and nodes that represent the control logic 102 within the
aggregated address space 120. The nodes that repre-
sent control logic 102 consist of a single node that rep-
resents the control logic 102 as such and nodes repre-
senting the input [1...n] 106 and output [1...n] 108 of the
control logic 102 interface nodes. The aggregating server
100 knows the nodes in the aggregated address space
120 that are proxies of nodes in the remote address
space 124. The aggregating server 100 can synchronize
the proxy - nodes with their respective counterparts in
the address spaces on remote. The file-described input
/ output relations tell the aggregating server 100 how to
synchronize values between proxy nodes as it describes
the relation between proxy nodes and interface nodes
(e.g., the relation IF node 2 Proxy - node 1 in Fig. 1). The
combination of the aggregation-based data synchroniza-
tion and the data forwarding-based synchronization al-
lows to forward a data change from one server to another
server, involving control logic 102 in between. The exe-
cution of the control logic 102 is triggered by a data
change on the input side. Subscriptions enable the ag-
gregating server 100 to detect changes on the input side.
if a single logic function is connected to other inputs the
aggregating server 100 refreshes the current values by
reading current values from remote through the proxy
nodes. The aggregating server 100 runs the programmed
logic operations using the up-to-date consistent input da-
ta image, generating output data that is propagated along
configured input/output relations. The aggregating server
100 forwards calculated results to the nodes on remote
through the proxy nodes.
[0035] Thus, instead of forwarding services by a client,
the logic operations of the control logic 102 forward the
node data in a fast and efficient way.
[0036] Fig. 2 shows a method 200 for forwarding node
data of a first node 116 in a remote address space 124
to a second node 118 in a remote address space 124.
The method comprises the following steps:
S1: Aggregating 210, by an aggregating server 100, node
data of the first node 116 and the second node 118. This
step is performed during start-up of the system. The first
node may be a source node, whose data is to be forward-
ed. For example, the first node may store sensor meas-
urement data, which shall be provided to an actuator of
a machine controller or the first node may be a value of
a correcting variable and the second node represents
the local input correcting variable for controlling a valve.
When aggregating, the remote address space is browsed
or scanned in a first step, and in a second step, S2, proxy
nodes are created in the address space 200 of the ag-
gregating server 100. Thus, S2 comprises:
S2: Creating 220, by the aggregating server 100, a first
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proxy node 112 comprising node data of the first node
116, and a second proxy node 114 comprising node data
of the second node 118. The proxy nodes may be a copy
of the nodes in the remote address space, or they may
contain the same data but represented in another way.
For example, the detected nodes may be grouped or they
may be represented according their type, instance and
structure information. As a further example, the units of
physical values may be unitized.
[0037] Step 2, comprises step S2a: Determining 222
a relation between the first proxy node 112 and the sec-
ond proxy node 114 by reading reference information.
The reference information may be stored in the first proxy
node and in the second proxy node. Alternatively, the
reference is stored in a reference node or is read from a
configuration file.
[0038] The information regarding the input/output re-
lationship may be stored in the node or may be configured
in a configuration file, from which the input/output rela-
tionship may be read and stored in the first 112 and sec-
ond 114 proxy nodes. Thus, step S2b comprises: Deter-
mining 224 the input/output relationship by reading and
evaluating meta information of the first proxy node 112;
the meta information describing a read permission. Cor-
respondingly, step S2c comprises: Determining 226 the
input/output relationship by reading and evaluating meta
information of the second proxy node; the meta informa-
tion describing a write permission. Further proxy nodes
may exist. Therefore, steps S2a to S2c may be performed
for theses further proxy nodes, so that input/output rela-
tionships of proxies related to each other according to
the reference information and according to the meta in-
formation can be determined. This allows to forward node
data from a proxy node with read permission to several
further proxy nodes or nodes in the remote address
space, respectively, that have write permissions.
[0039] When the system is running, a node may be
monitored. The monitoring can be caused by a config-
ured activation of a monitoring service for this node. Data
changes trigger a synchronization of the monitored node
in the remote address space with its corresponding proxy
node and a reception of the data at the corresponding
interface node. Thus, the next steps are:
S3: Receiving 230 node data from the first proxy node
112 at the first interface node 106, by the aggregating
server 100, according to an input/output relationship in-
cluded in the first proxy node 112 between the first proxy
node 112 and the first interface node 106. The triggering
may be performed by a OPC UA standard service or by
the control logic 102. Step S3 includes the following
steps:
S3a: Detecting 232 a data change at the first node 116
and upon the detection of the data change performing
step S3b: Synchronizing 234 the first node 116 with the
first proxy node 112 and triggering the reception as de-
scribed for step S3.
[0040] Step S4 comprises providing 240, by the aggre-
gating server 100, the node data of the first interface node

106 to a second interface node 108. The provisioning is
based on the input/output relationship and the referenc-
es, which were determined in steps S2a, 2b and 2c.
[0041] Finally, the node data is forwarded in step S5,
which is: Forwarding 250, by the aggregating server 100
100, the node data of the first interface node 106 to the
second proxy node 114, according to the input/output
relationship between the second interface node 108 and
the second proxy node 114 and the second node 118.

Claims

1. Aggregating server (100) comprising a control logic
(104) a first and a second proxy node (112, 114) in
an aggregated address space (120),
wherein the first proxy node (112) corresponds to a
first node (116) in a remote address space (124) of
an aggregated server (122), and a second proxy
node (114) corresponds to a second node (118) in
the remote address space (124) of an aggregated
server (122);
wherein the control logic is configured to forward
node data from the first node (116) in the remote
space (124) via the first proxy node (112) and the
second proxy node (114) to the second node (118)
in the remote space (124) according to an input/out-
put relationship.

2. Aggregating server (100) according to claim 1,
wherein the control logic (102) comprises a control
logic node (104) and the control logic node (104) is
configured to receive the node data from the first
proxy node (112) via a first interface node (106) and
to forward the node data to the second proxy node
(114) according to an input/output relationship.

3. Aggregating server (100) according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein the control logic (102) further comprises a
synchronization module;
wherein the synchronization module is configured to
synchronize the node data of the first proxy node
(112) with the node data of the first node (116) in the
remote address space (124) before the forwarding
is executed, and to provide the node data to the sec-
ond proxy node (114) and the second node (118)
when the forwarding is executed.

4. Aggregating server (100) according to one of the pre-
ceding claims,
wherein the first proxy node (112) and the second
proxy node (114) comprise meta information;
wherein the meta information describes whether da-
ta has read or write permission;
wherein the input/output relationship between an in-
terface node and a proxy node is defined by the read-
or write permission of a proxy node data, and the
first proxy node (112) has read permission and the
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second proxy node (114) has write permission;
wherein further a reference in the aggregating ad-
dress space (120) defines a relationship between
the first proxy node (112) and the second proxy node
(114); and
wherein the first proxy node (112) is defined as for-
warding source of the node data to be forwarded
according to the input/output relationship between
the first interface node (106) and the first proxy node
(112), and the reference; and wherein the second
proxy node (114) is defined as forwarding target of
the node data to be forwarded according to the in-
put/output relationship between the second interface
node (108) and the second proxy node (114), and
the reference.

5. Aggregating server (100) according to one of the pre-
ceding claims,
wherein the aggregating server (100) further com-
prises an input-output configuration file;
wherein the input-output configuration file (110)
comprises the data type definition of the first proxy
node (112) and the second proxy node (114), and/or
the references; and
wherein the control logic is further configured to read
the input-output configuration file (110) data and to
forward the node data from the first node (116) to
the second node (118) according to the file data.

6. Aggregating server (100) according to one of the pre-
ceding claims,
wherein the aggregating server (100) is an OPC UA
aggregating server (100).

7. Controller (102) in an aggregating server (100), com-
prising a control logic node (104), a first interface
node (106) and a second interface node (108),
wherein the first interface node (106) is assigned to
a first proxy node (112), the second interface node
(108) is assigned to a second proxy node (114); and
wherein the control logic node (102) is configured to
forward node data from the first proxy node (112) to
the second proxy node (114) according to an in-
put/output relationship between the first interface
node (106) and the first proxy node (112) and an
input/output relationship between the second inter-
face node (108) and the second proxy node (114).

8. Method (200) for forwarding node data of a first node
(116) in a remote address space (124) to a second
node (118) in a remote address space (124), com-
prising steps
S1: aggregating (210), by an aggregating server
(100), node data of the first node (116) and the sec-
ond node (118);
S2: creating (220), by the aggregating server (100),
a first proxy node (112) comprising node data of the
first node (116), and a second proxy node (114) com-

prising node data of the second node (118);
S3: receiving (230) node data from the first proxy
node (112) at a first interface node (106), by the ag-
gregating server (100), according to an input/output
relationship included in the first proxy node (112) be-
tween the first proxy node (112) and the first interface
node (106);
S4: providing (240), by the aggregating server (100),
the node data of the first interface node (106) to a
second interface node (108);
S5: forwarding (250), by the aggregating server
(100) (100), the node data of the first interface node
(106) to the second proxy node (114), according to
the input/output relationship between the second in-
terface node (108) and the second proxy node (114)
and the second node (118) and a reference between
the first proxy node (112) and the second proxy node
(114).

9. Method (200) according to claim 8, wherein step S2
creating (220), by the aggregating server (100), a
first proxy node (112) comprising node data of the
first node (116), and a second proxy node (114) com-
prising node data of the second node (118), com-
prises steps:

S2a: determining (222) a relation between the
first proxy node (112) and the second proxy
node (114) by reading reference information;
S2b: determining (224) the input/output relation-
ship by reading and evaluating meta information
of the first proxy node (112); the meta informa-
tion describing a read permission;
S2c: determining (226) the input/output relation-
ship by reading and evaluating meta information
of the second proxy node (114); the meta infor-
mation describing a write permission.

10. Method (200) according to claim 8 or 9, wherein step
S3, receiving (230) node data from the first proxy
node (112) at a first interface node (106), by the ag-
gregating server (100), according to an input/output
relationship included in the first proxy node (112) be-
tween the first proxy node (112) and the first interface
node (106) comprises:
S3a: detecting (232) a data change at the first node
(116) and upon the detection of the data change per-
forming step:
S3b: synchronizing (234) the first node (116) with
the first proxy node (112) and triggering receiving
(230) node data from the first proxy node (112) at a
first interface node (106), by an aggregating server
(100) (100), according to an input/output relationship
included in the first proxy node (112) between the
first proxy node (112) and the first interface node
(106).

11. Computer program element, which when being ex-
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ecuted by the control logic (102), instructs the ag-
gregating server (100) to perform steps S2 to S5 of
claim 8.

12. Computer readable medium on which a program el-
ement according to claim 11 is stored.

13 14 
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